Comp Plan for
Zeus’ Bounty

Software Membership Business
Opportunity

Compensation Plan
Immediate Up & Down Line
Every member will earn 2.5% from the immediate upline and downline they receive of the next members
who have joined. The amount of up and downline you receive will be based on your con-tribution level.

There are 5 contribution levels to choose from
to start your journey. *You may add to your
original contribution at any time to increase
your up and downlines. As your contribution
level increases through the automatic
recontributions on withdrawals, you will
receive additional up and downline to reflect
your recent contribution level, PLUS the
residual actions that your new up and
downlines have done before reaching your
new level.

Personal Referral/Family Tree
(Unilevel) Breakdown
Your family tree (unilevel) is unlimited
up to 10 levels deep!

Automatic Recontribution Levels
When your Zeus’ Bounty wallet reaches .03 or higher…it is time to initiate a
withdrawal aka REAP YOUR BOUNTY! When you make a withdrawal, a certain amount will
go towards your recontributions and the rest will go back to your spendable wallet in the
form of BNB.

60% recontribution/40% payout with
less than 4 referrals
(60% goes to your contributions and
40% goes back to your wallet.)

4 referrals no matter
contribution level 50/50

4 BNB reached in

contributions goes to 40/60

10 BNB reached it’s 30/70

Air Drops/Stimulators
There is a 7% fee upon withdrawal where 50% of it goes right back to
the community in 5 weekly airdrops of BNB directly in to members
Zeus wallet. We like to call that STIMULATORS!

There are multiple stimulators throughout the program to make
this the most exciting program anyone has ever joined.

Zeus’ Bounty will forever change the company favored programs
and will be the model to copy and improve on in the coming years.

Air Drops will occur on Sundays.

List of Air Drops
Top Referrers Air Drops: 14% of company

1 BNB Starting Air Drop: 7% of company

profits will be shared amongst the top

profits will be shared amongst all new

30 referred EVERY week. You must have

members each week that start with 1

at least 2 new referrals in the previous

BNB.

week to qualify.

10 BNB Air Drops: 7% of company profits

New Member Air Drops: 3.5% of

will be shared amongst all new

company profits will be shared

members each week that start with 10

amongst all new members each week

BNB.

regard-less of entry level.

Random Air Drops:
Once the company reaches 5000 BNB in total contributions, Zeus will give
away up to 5 BNB each week split randomly with 50 members.
When the company reaches 10000 in contributions, Zeus will give away up to
7.5 BNB a week split randomly with 75 random members.
When it reaches 40,000 in contributions, Zeus will give away up to 25 BNB
each week split randomly with 250 members.
When it reaches 100,000 BNB in contributions, Zeus will give away up to 50
BNB each week split randomly with 500 members
To qualify, you must have logged into your account at least once in the
past three weeks.

INCOME DISCLAIMER: The information shared on this website is for educational purposes only and is not investment or ﬁnancial advice. The crypto and passive income
industry is risky and you should only purchase contracts in the amount you can afford to lose. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Any presentation,
videos, screenshots, emails or social media posts are opinions based on our members experiences, which are working for our members at this time. Please
understand this before you move forward with your time energy etc. Do your research before deciding parting ways with your earned money.
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